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CO~II'OS ITE I~EAI\ BOSONS 

Mahiko Suzuki 

Department of Physics and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California, Berkeley, California 94720 

U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

Dynamical mechanism of composite Wand Z is studied in a 
lIN field theory model with four-fermion interactions in 
which glohal weak SU(2} symmetry is broken explicitly by 
electromagnetic interaction. Issues involved in such a 
model are discussed in detail. Ueviation from gauge 
coupling due to compositeness and higher order loop 
corrections are examined to show that this class of models 
are consistent not only theoretically but also experimen
tally. 

I NTROIlUCT ION 

Gauge bosons have a nice geometrical interpretation for their exis

tence. In the standard picture, weak bosons are gauge bosons which ac

quire mass by spontaneous symmetry breakdown. Experimentally, the most 

persuasive evidence for this picture is the relation between the weak 

boson masses and the weak mixing angle. As was emphasized by Hung and 

Sakurai
l
} and by Bjorken 2), however, such a relation can be naturally 

realized at a phenomenological level even if Wand Z are not gauge 

bosons. A conclusive test must probe the couplings among W, Z and 

photon in future experiment. From a theoretical viewpoint, renormali

zability of the spontaneously broken theory guarantees approximate 

validity of tree-diagram predictions except for Jliggs bosons masses. 

Elementary lliggs bosons are, until now, an artifice which mars the 

otherwise beautiful standard theory. By contrast, if Wand Z are com

posite and much lighter than their constituents, they behave just like 

gauge bosons and lIiggs bosons are not needed. There is a long history 

in construction of gauge-like bosons as composites of fermion-anti-

2 

fermion. I would like to revisit this prohlem with focus on the follow

ing aspects: 

(a) Relation hetween gauge symmetry and lightness of composites. 

(b) lIow general the dynamical mechanism of binding can he. 

(c) 

(d) 

Loop corrections to the order of Wand Z loops. 

1I0w to include quarks and leptons. 

2. COMrOSITl: GAUGE-LIKE BOSONS 

The mechanism to generate nonabelian gauge-like bosons from four

fennion interactions of preons was first demonstrated hy Eguchi and 

Sugawara. 3
) It goes as follows: Start with an SU(n) globally symmet

ric iriteniction of N families of preons in the fundamental representa-

tion, 
N N 

L ~.(OJ -~I}I/I. - 1..2 L (~.y !2A I/I·}(ijlk/!,A I/Ik)' 
j = I J J v j ,k= I J ~ a J a 

Introduce a set of auxiliary vector fields A~ to rewrite 1.(1/1) 
a 

L(I/I) 

L(I/I,A) = L~.(ijJ -M}I/I. - 2mO L (~.y ',A I/I.}AII 
+ !m2lA 

j J J v j J ~ a J a ' 0 a a~ 

(2.1) 

into 4} 

(2.2) 

By computing radiative corrections to the leading order in lIN for 

1.(I/I,A) and making wave-function renormal ization, one finds 

2 2 ~ + !, (m + Om ) Ii. A' 
a a~ 

- "'G~VG _ i(A/~12)f G~VC;K G +...... (2.3) 
4 a a~v abc a bv C~K 

where G~v =a~Av - aVA~ - gf A)JAv and all couplings are evaluated at 
a a a abc b c 

zero four-momenta. Note that couplings of dimension higher than four 

are suppressed by powers of the preon mass M. It is remarkable that 

not only the three-vector and four-vector couplings are given by the 

same coupling g, but also is the Yukawa coupling to the preons given 

by g. Real ization of gauge synunetry is in fact not surprising if one 

notices that 1.(I/I,A} possesses SU(n) gauge symmetry up to the mass 

term of A)J 
a' 

Since the pioneering work of BjorkenS} on abelian gauge symmetry, 
2 2 it has been postulated that the mass term m + 15m can be set equal to 

zero to turn the vector particles into genuine gauge hosons. This 
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postulate poses some serious problem. n~ bare mass mO must not be 

zero in order for the lagrangians of (2.1) and (2.2) to be equivalent. 

On the other hand, the current ~.y ~A ~. is 
J Il a J 

zero when evaluated at zero four-momentum. 

") 

conserved, so 6m~ 

S
. 2 . 
Ince m IS equal 

must be 
2 

to mO 

up to the wave function renormalization, it is impossible to require 

that All is massless, namely m2 +6m2 
=0. Oiagramatically, the pro-a 

cedure from (2.1) to (2.3) is equivalent to summing an infinite series 

of vector bubbles as shown in Fig.l, 

- 2 2 -1 - Il 
- (uy IlJiA au)(J. v - Nn (q » (vy !,A aU), 

where (gllV _ qllqV)n(q2) is the vaCUl~ polarization. 

Fig.l. Formation of vector composites. 

w,z 

(2.4) 

The mass of All 
a 

is given by ~ (14.V
2 -Nn(0»/Nn'(0), where n.(q2) is the first 

derivative of n(q2}. Since ncO) = 0 by global current conservation. 

one can attain ~ = 0 only by taking the singular limit of v = 0 for 

a given large finite N. If one breaks global SU(n) in (2.3), nCO) 

would be no longer equal to zero. But one must make a precise tuning 
2 of parameters to achieve mV = O. Besides being arti ficial, such a 

tuning involves cancelling of terms of different orders in liN in the 

present parametrization of N. Therefore, if we insist on that v2 is 

0(1), the only possibility is to accept nCO) = 0 and give up mV = O. 

As the effective force N/v2 of the four-fermion interaction grows 

stronger, the composite vector boson mass becomes smaller. 

This remark on the composite mass is relevant to lIiggs boson 

mass as well. If one introduces an attractive four-fermion force of 

scalar-scalar. type, one can generate spin-O composites. 1I0wever, 

the natural mass scale of such scalar composites is 0(A2) where A 

is the cutoff energy of the theory, identified with the scale of 

the preon mass M. The scalar force must be fine tuned in order to 

keep the composite scalar boson mass much lighter than M. Further

more, such a fine tuning involves cancellation of terms of different 

4 

orders in liN. Therefore, we are unable to obtain composite lIiggs 

bosons in a consistent manner, as was emphasized recently by Cohen, 

Georgi and Sinunons.7) As we will see later, thcre is no need for 

Uiggs bosons in composite Wand Z models since an explicit global 

symmetry breaking by electromagnetic interaction generates the correct 

relation between the weak boson masses and the mixing angle. 

3. 1I0W GENERAL IS TIlE ~IECIIANIS~I ? 

The interaction in (2.1) is carefully set up to guide us to the 

gauge coupling for the vector composi tes. The crucial ingredient is 

conservation of the current all(E ~.y !zA 1/1.) = O. This is in fact much 
J Il a J 

stronger a requirement than just SU(n) global symmetry. If one re-

places the interaction in (2.1) by 

J = I: (d. Y !'A ,I. + ~av(d..o !A ,I. » 
all j 'l'j Il' a'l'j 2M '1') 1JV' a'l'j , 

(3.1) 

this simple dynamical generation of the composite gauge-like bosons 

fails immediately; the Yukawa coupling with preons, the three-boson 

coupling and the four-boson coupling are given by gel + O(K2A2/M2» , 

gel +O(K»), and g2, respectively. The replacement with 1.. of (3.1) 
1nt 

does not violate global SU(n) symmetry. 1I0wever, once the nonabelian 

magnetic moment interaction is added, the composite vector boson mass 

no longer remains light. The origin of this puzzle can be solved when 

the lagrangian is written with the auxiliary field All, as in (2.2): 
a 

l = E
J
. ~J.(i" -~I)I/I). - (2m()/v) E (~.Y,,!zA 1/1. + ~M V(~.(J !iA 1/I.»AIl 

j J... a) - J IlV a) a 

(3.2) 

This lagrangian does not posscss local SU(n) symmetry any longer even 

after the mass term is removed. The derivative aV 
in the magnetic 

interaction destroys the gauge symmetry. A Lagrangian with local 

SU(n) symmetry would be obtained from <X (Iji.o ()llllvljJ.) with the 
) pv J 

covariant derivative Up. Then we can not write any simple Lagrangian 

like the one in (2.1) in terms of preon fields alone. 

In the late 1960's, I\roll, I.ee and Zumino8) shOl~cd ill the context 
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of the field current identity that if massivc vector fields All trans
a 

form like the adjoint representation of a Lie group and satisfy 

(3.3) 

and if the three-hody interaction of dimcnsion four obeys glohal sym

metry of the group, the four-hody coupling is exactly equal to the one 

required by local synunetry. According to this theorem, the auxiliary 

field in (3.2), 

(3.4) 

must satisfy (3.3) in order to generate massive gauge bosons. Ilow

ever, the right-hand side of (3.4) is not a conserved current; the 

Noether current ohtained from the Lagrangian (3.1) is 

JIl 
a r ~.f!z). 1jJ. 

j J a J 

.. ~f 
v2M abc 

r 
j,k 

I:i;" ,). ,I, ~v(:i;" I). .,. ») - Pu 
'l'j Yp -j b'l'j .. m 'l'jOpv·j b'l'j (ljJkoll'rC\) 

(3.5) 
Therefore, we do not obtain gauge couplings. We cannot build a com-

posite gauge boson model by replacing ~Il!j). IjJ by the nonminimal cur-
a 

rent, Jail of (3.5); once we inroduce JIlJ tenn with Jail of (3.5) as an 
a all 

interaction, the Noether current 

contain six-fermion terms and JIl 
a 

computed from such a Lagrangian would 

of (3.5) would be no longer a conser-

ved current. We have to keep going to find finally a conserved current 

which contains infinite-body-fermion terms. Therefore, for any simple 

calculation to be carried out in such a composite model, the minimal 

fermionic current is essential. 

This embarrassing observation applies to composite vector bosons 

made of bosonic preons also. For the bosonic preons, the minimal cur

rent contains a derivative 

(3.6) 
.-. 

I~ith av ' we can not build a simple model Lagrangian of composite gauge-

like bosons. The i terati ve procedure of add i ng i ntcract ions of d imen

sion up to infinity can be worked out in case of SU(2). It gives us a 

compact nonpolynomial Lagrangian 

where 

I. 

,J 
IHI 

6 

2 III I 
7' a'lla' 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

Eqs.(3.7) and (3.8) arc reminiscent of the CI'N-I model. lIere, none 

of the .p fields develop a vacuum expect at iOll value. IInl ike the CpN-l 

model, our model docs not impose a subsidiary condition on [" •. ,2. 
J J 

!loes this exercise imply that the dynamically gencrated gauge in-

teraction is a freak? I do not think so. In the four-fermion model 

of (2.1), lightness of the vector composites is ensured oy global cur

rent conservation. On the other hand, in the alternative models like 

(3.5), there is no reason for vector composites to appear as light par

ticles. Their natural mass scale is the preon mass itself unless one 

makes a fine tuning of parameters. Though it may sound expedient, we 

may put forth the conjecture that when vector composites are formed as 

light particles oy dynamical necessity rather than by accident or by 

fine tuning, such vector particles hehave like gauge hosons. Until it 

is proved in a model in which lightness of vector composites is reali

zed by a mechani sm different from the four-fermi on mode I (2.1), the 

conjecture is not much more than a wishful thinking. In the sense of 

the Kroll-Lee-Zumino theorem
8
), we have only to show that an appropri

ately defined composite wave function 'I' oheys the transversality 
Il 

condition a 
'JX'I' (X, Xi) =f) (Xi = relative coordinates) (3.9) 

Il Il 
not only on mass shell of composites but also off mass shell. We have 

to be careful about the ambiguity of the wave funct ions off shell. 

4. COMPOSITE MODEL OF I~ AND Z I~ITII EXPLICIT SYM~IETRY BREAKING 

When we build a concrete model of composite Wand Z from our 

study in the preceding Sections, we must keep in mind the followings: 

(a) To build a simple model, IW assume that preons arc fermions 

wi thout derivative interaction. If one chooses hosons as preons, 

onw would have to start with a nonpolynomial effective I~grangian as 

was seen in Section 3. Then we would lose calculahility of model. 
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(b) To suppress nongauge couplings of dimension six and higher for 

vector composites, the preon mass M must not be smaller than the 

electroweak scale. ~hen energy approaches M, nongauge couplings of 

higher dimensions become important. The larger /,1 is, the more accu

rate the dynamical gauge synunetry is for vector composites. 

(c) Since the scalar composites of mass much lighter than M is un-

natural or inconsistent with lIN expansion, the mass splitting between 

Wand Z must be realized by explicit breaking. We can introduce an 

elementary photon and incorporate the y-Z mixing mechanism proposed by 

lIung and Sakurai ten years ago. 1) 

With these reminders, we are ready to write a concrete mode1. 6) 

It consists of N fermion doublets as preons and an elementary photon; 

L = r. ~,(i~ -M)II', - ~. ,E
k 

(~J.y..'ilaIl'J')(~kf'Hall'k) 
j J J J, ~ 

(4.1 ) 

The SU(2} gauge coupling and the W mass are obtained by calculating 

the infinite series of bubbles; 

2 
g I Nn'(o)J-l • 

~4 i I Nn' (Oll -1. 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

o The neutral component W of the triplet vector composites mixes with 

photon through a pre on loop since electromagnetic interaction is SLl(2) 

breaking. The mixing is in tbe form of wave-function mixing 

lJu 0 'z (e/g) F IJv(Y)F (W). (4.4) 

Since g2 is O(l/N}, we regard the electromagnetic coupling squared as 

also of O(l/N) for the purpose of power counting of lIN. Then the 

weak mixing angle is a well-defined finite number in the large N limit. 

The two mass eigenstates of the neutral vector bosons are 

y 

Z 

with eigenvalues "'y = 0 and 

2 2 2 
mZ = 10,/11 - (e/g) J. 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

8 

The neutral weak current of Z is given by 

I! ')! IJ ') IJ 
J NC ={g/Il - (e/gn 'lI.J

3 
- (e/g)-·J

em
). (4.7) 

By defining the weak mixing angle eW by sin e
W 

= e/g. hiS. (4.5)-(4.7) 

are identical with those of the standard electroweak theory. In this 

model, unlike other dynamical models, there is no need to struggle for 

making sinew large enough to he compatible with experiment. 

5. UEV I AT ION FRO~I GAliCE COIII'I.I NG III1E TO cmlPos ITENESS 

To the lowest order of electromagnetic coupling e. ali interactions 

of dimension four are equal to the nonahelian r,auge couplings at zero 

external momenta. Coupl lngs of dimension four defined on the I~ and Z 

mass shells deviate from the gauge couplings by inverse powers of the 

preon mass M. These deviations are effective interactions of dimen

sion six and higher. Such deviations have been computed explicitly 

for the electromagnetic vertex of 1'1. The result is as follows: 6) 

L
1
, nt ief (Wt Wl.l - wt WIJ)AV + ieK 1/ W AI.lV + ieA ,/ ,lAW) 

y IJU I! U Y IJ U Y PI! v 

+ ieJ(1) (aAI/allw ()uA _ au,/a\~ al.lA ) 
'y IJ U A IJ U A 

+ ielJ(2'(wta;,~ ) (gIIVO _al.lau)AA + cyclic permutations) ,(5.1) 
y IJ 1\ v 

where fy' Ky ' \. 1J~1) and 1!~2) are constants, '~IJU = apwv -au'~1J and so 

forth, and cycl i c permuta t ions among I~~. I~v and AA arc meant in the 
2 2 

third line. The constants arc given to the first order in q/M (qi = 
Wand y momenta) by 

.... 2) 222 2 
1 +( (1/5)/ln(I\/~I) (ql+q2+q3}/~I, 

K 
Y 

- 2 2 2 2 ') 
1 + I (1/5)/III(A/~I) ) (lll +Q2+43}m-. 

_ 1(91.20)/111 (ii/tI) 2) (l/~1)2, 
(5.2) 

where the fi.rst terms in f and K represent the gauge symmetric tenns. y y 
The momentum dependent correct ions grow I~i th energy to enhance COl1lpO-
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~t: 

siteness effect in high energy processes. The sign of the momentum 

dependent terms in fy and Ky are such that it is consistent with form 

factor damping in the space-like direction. When SU(2) hreaking 

beyond the lowest order WO_y mixing is included. the coefficients of 

f _1.1(2) generally acquire additional correction terms of O(e2). y y 
The characteristics observed in the '~Wy vertex given above emerge 

in all other multi-boson vertices. In case of four-point functions. 

couplings of dimension four receive SU(2) symmetric corrections of 

O(p2/~12) where p2 stands for properly symmetrized l.orentz scalar 

variables made of four external momenta. They are form factor effects. 

Couplings of interaction operators with dimension D (>4) are of the 

order of (I/M)D-4 with SU(2) symmetric coefficien.ts up to the ,~O_y 
mixing. Symmetry breaking effects arc down by a factor of 0(a/4n). 

6. ABSENCE OF DANGEROUS l.OOP CORRECTI ONS 

The important issue is how large deviation from the standard 

theory is when one computes loop diagrams of physical Wand Z. Since 

the Wand Z propagators obtained from the bubble summation of Fig.l 

are those of the unitary gauge. there is a legitimate reason to worry 

about the potentially dangerous contrihutions from the longitudinal 

polarizations of ,~ and Z. On the other hand. the effective l.agrangian 

of our model is identical to the minimal standard theory with the 

physical lIiggs boson mass let to infini ty or set equal to the preon 

mass M. By this observation. we may feel optimistiC to believe that W 

and Z loop corrections are no worse than those of the standard theory 

with the lIiggs boson mass equal to OeM). Demonstrating this expecta

tion is not so trivial because we must deal with quantities in the 

next le~ding order in liN. We look into this problem in this Section. 

The operators which receive potentially the largest correction 

are those of the lowest dimension, namely the Wand Z mass terms. If 

we compute the difference 6m~ cos 2 
6

W 
- 6m~ from the diagrams of one 

W. Z or y loop. we find that the dangerous terms of O( l/m~ z) and 
2 2 2 2 • . 

O(I/mW Z} are cancelled between 6m,o, and 6m
Z 

cos 6W by global SU(2} 
, dOh ° ° 1 ° 2 2 6 2 TI ° ° symmetry an the TIg t miXIng re atlOn mZ cos ~I mW Ie survlving 

contribution turns out to be to the lowest order in e2 

') 

"-
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2 - ( n/ 411 )( Cl /4,,) ~I • 
C 

, , 

(6.1) 

where u 
g g- /411 and the cutoff is chosen to he equal to ~t. This 

correction stays small enough if M is not much larger than 0(1 TeV}. 

lIowever. this is not sufficient. The mass shifts themselves must 

remain sm,I11 in order for our composite model to he viaille. We Idll 

see that the potentially dangerous terms proportional to the inverse 

powers of mW.z are cancelled out in 6m~ and in 6m~ separately to the 

lowest order in electromagnetic coupling and that the expl icit sym

metry breaking due to electromagnetic interaction generates nonnegli

gible contributions when the preon mass scale is too high. 

In the present parametrization of the four-fermion coupling. which 

is different from Ref.6 and follows Ref. 7. the longitudinal polariza

tion term kPk
v

/m
2 

of the vector composite propagators is of O(N). W.Z 
If this term survives in Wand Z diagrams. our model I~ould no longer 

be consistent with liN expansion at higher loop levels and immediately 

lose its heauty. As we wish. however. such dangerous loop diagram 

corrections are completely absent thanks to global SU(2) current con

servation in the lowest order of electromagnetic interaction beyond 

h dO . ° t e h -y mlxlng. Once higher order electromagnetic effects are in-

cluded. the contributions of the longitudinal polarization stay with 

coefficients of O(u/4n}. 

Let us examine a class of diagrams in which a weak boson propaga

tor appears as shown in Fig.2. 

Fig.2. Diagrams of physical W or Z loop. 

c::=fJ =Qt:==a 
The matrix element can be written as 

M = if<B/T*(.Ji(x} ,Jj(y))/(x> 6ij LllJv(x_y) d4x d4 y, 
1.1 v 

(6.2) 

pv klJkv 2 2 4 IYkV 

f{(-g + -2}/1 ('.jv - Nfi(k )) - ~ .--} 
k vL. k2 

where 

x cxp(-ik(x-y}} d4 k/(21T}4 ((,.3) 
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reprcsents an infinite series of hubbies which 

contributions as well as a W or Z boson pole. 

is g2(_g~V + kllkv/k2)/(Dl~ _ k2) near the pole 
I'/,Z 

includes continuum 

The first term of lI\lv 

and is of g2 x 0(1). 

Therefore, it does not generate a harmful contribution in physical 

Wand Z loops. On the other hand, the second term is of g2 x O(N). 

If this term stays and makes a full contribution, nice low-energy 

results of the model would be meaningless once loop corrections are 

made. The dangerous longitudinal part of lI~v is separated for W as 

lI~V(x_y) = -(g2/mw
2) a~av JeXr(-ik~X-Y» d4k/(2n)4. 

l x y k 

Integrating by parts in the matrix element of (6.2), we find the 

longitudinal contribution as 

(6.4) 

~, = -i (g2 /DlZ,)J <BIT * ca~ Ji (x) aV Ji (y» - 2ieJ3 (X)A~(x) 6(x-y) la > 
l 1'/ ~ v ~ 

x kl2 exp( -ik(x-y» d4k/(2n)4d4x d4y (6.5) 

Global current conservation is broken only to O(e), 

a~Ji = _ £ij3eJjA~. 
~ ~ 

(6.6) 

In the absence of electromagnetic interaction, the matrix element ML 

is comletely gone and the correction is under control. If the WO_y 

mixing is included, we obtain for the Wand Z mass shifts due to ~v 

6~ = 
2 2 6m
Z 

cos 6
W 

2 
- (al4n) M • (6.7) 

These shifts are of O(l/N) and do not affect the relation among ~, 
m

Z 
and 6W' correction 2 2 2 is similar to' that in the The to mZ cos 6W = mW 

standard theory in which the lIiggs boson mass is set equal to M. 
In the presence of electromagnetic intcraction, the matrix ele

ment (6.6) acquires a rcsidual contribution of 0(e2) from the longi

tudinal polarization. Since e2 is to bc rcgarded as O(l/N). e 2 /m~ is 

of 0(1). In the case of Wand Z mass shifts, this correction can be 

evaluated by the infinitc serics of huhble diagrams shown in Fig.3, 
2 ~v whcre thc brokcn line propagator stands for l/k of lIL (k). The 

result is 
2' ') 2 

6mW z (a/21l) mw In~' , 

2 6m
Z 

= n. 
(6.8) 

12 

This is a small correction. 

Fig.3. The contribution to 6m~ Z in the presence 
of electromagnctic interaction. ' See Eq.(6.8). 

1 

If.'' L 

The argumcnt for suppression of the longitudinal part of lI~v can 

be extended to general diagrams whcre more than one lIliv arc involved. 

Take diagrams having two of them: 

Ml = i
2 

Jd
4
xd

4
yd

4
zd

4
w <BIT*(J~(X)J~(Y).J~(Z)J~(w))la> 

x lI~v(x_Y)lIKA(z_w). (6.9) 

~v KA Separating thc longitudinal parts frop.) II and II ,,~c can show by 

current algcbras that the most singular contribution from lI~v and 
AKA "I I 
u L vanlSles Wlen electromagnctic intcraction is ahscnt. When we 

combine this result with tbe prcccding argument in which only one 

lI~vwas singled out, we can easily show that neither lItV nor lI~A can 

survive in (6.9) when e = O. This argument gocs through in diagrams 

which contain an arbitrary number of lI~v. Thercfore, the lIN expan

sion is pcrfectly consistent for e = O. When electromagnetic inter

action is present as an explicit breaking of symmetry, the singular 

terms from lItV do not go away completely. A factor of 

(6.10) 

keeps accumulating for cach fI:~v in general for e # n. Thercfore, it 

is necessary to require that 

~, < /4n1ag ml~ (6.11) 

in order for pcrturbative calculation to be mcaningful. This const

raint (6.11) suggests that the prcon mass M should not he 'much larger 

than I l'eV as long as 511(2) sYliunetry.is hroken explicitly hy elcctro

magnetic intcraction. 

l.et us turn to another interesting electroweak corr"cction, the 

anomaloL:s magnetic momcnt of ,:har"ge<l lcpton. Since I~e havc not built 

a model for light fCI"mions, we silllply assuille that «uarks and Icptons 
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interact through V -A and satisfy the weak universality. If they arc 

composites of the same preons as the constituents of Wand Z, the weak 

universality is guaranteed by the gauge coupling of pTl'uns. for g - 2, 

the relevant matrix element is that of the electromagnetic current 

which is the very origin of symmetry hreaking. The lonl!itudinal part 

of 6IJV still vanishes by the Ward identity or by an identity 

(6.12) 

if we take the lowest order in electromagnetic coupling in the matrix 

element 

(6.13) 

Therefore, the singular part of the 6~V contribution in the sense of 

liN expansion disappears from loop diagrams. Once higher order elect

romagnetic effects are included, the situation is the same as in the 

process (l -. B discussed before. It should be noted that in all cases 

disappearance of dangerous terms in liN occurs for e = 0 by an intri

cate cancellation between W/Z poles and the continuum part of the 

infinite series of bubble diagrams. 

7. WEAK INTERACTION OF QUARKS AN/) LEPTONS 

We have a greater motivation for building composite J1lodels of 

quarks and leptons than Wand Z because in the standard theory there 

are too many parameters associated with lIiggs particles whose values 

can not be determined from a fundamental principle. It is tempting to 

postulate structure in the light fermions and explain their masses and 

the quark mixing angles in terms of their underlying structure. Though 

several attempts have been made in the past, we are still in search of 

a right direction at present. The isslle is how to make composite 

fermions by orders of magnitude I ighter than their consti tuent parti

cles. Lightness must be based on some dynamical mechanism, not by fine 

tuning of strength of binding force. The three basic ideas have been 

so far put forth as promising lines and have been explored. 

The first attempt is to introduce a large chiral symmetry at the 

preon level and to let part of the symmetry survive spontaneous break-
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down in order to realize massless composite fermions. ~Iodcls along 

this line p.'esume a renormalizable, confining field theory at the 

preon level. Then the anomaly matching condition of t 1 llooft 9
) elimi

nates a large number of attractive and realistic group theoretical 

frameworks. 10 ,11) It may be a good idea to forget allout renorma Ii za

bility of the preon theory and therefore discard the anomaly matching 

for a moment. The other 1 inc of attempts ut iI i zes supersynunet ry. It 

is possihle to generate massless fermions as the Namhu-Goldstone 

fermions of supersymmetry hreaking. Decoupling of the Nambu-Goldstone 

fermions at zero momenta can he evaded if electroweak and strong gauge 

interactions brea'k supersymmetry.12) To my knowledge, no realistic 

model has heen built succes::;fully along this line. There is another 
"b'l" " 13) POSSl 1 Ity with supersymmetry. I~hen global symmetry is hroken spon-

taneously in a supersymmetric theory, massless ferplions can appear as 

supersymmetric partners of the Nambu-Goldstone hosons. In some cases 

where global symmetry and supersymmetry arc hrokcn hy the same origin, 

the Nambu-Goldstone fermion mechanism and the super-partner mechanism 

arc intervined. Explicit computation I~as done to demonstrate the 

fermion partner mechanisM in the supersymmetric Namhu-.lona-Lasinio 

model. 14) lIowever, we have not heen able to find a model applicable 

to the real world. One of the problems in the supersymmetric scenar

ios is how to keep the Ii ght fermion masses as 1 i ght as several ~leV 

in spite of a large supersymmetry hreaking scale indicated hy the 

lower limit on the scalar quark mass ~ lOll t-!eV. It appears pqssible 

to suppress some of the supersymmetric partner masses in the presence 

of a large supersymmetry breaking. IS ) 

Whcn we attempt to introduce composite light fcrmions in our 

composite model of Wand Z, chirality of the light ferJ1lions is a pro

blem. Experiment requires that the weak isospin symmetry is left

handed for quarks and leptons. But it is difficult tb huild light 

chiral fermions from the heavy preons. Even if preons interact chi

rally, there is no guarantee that weak interaction of light composite 

fermions is also chiral. Only I~hen the preon mass is different from 

the compositencss scale II and much smaller than it, can wc realize a 
c 
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chiral weak interaction for quarks and leptons. As we can demonstrate 

easily in a concrete supersynunetrie model of Namhu-Jona-lasinio type, 

the V - A interaction of preons generally' leads us to only an approxi

mate V - A interaction for composite quarks and leptons with a devia

tion given by 
(VIA) - 1 - WAc' (7.1) 

even when all interactions arc chiral. It implies that approximate 

chiral synunetry must be embedded in advance in preon dynamics at the 

beginning. This observation, among others, makes introduction of our 

composite Wand Z into composite quarks and leptons rather difficult. 

Meanwhile, an interesting possihility was recently pointed out by 

Cohen, Georgi and Sinunons. 7 Using the fact that the conjugate of a 

doublet is an equivalent doublet in SU(2), they give up compositeness 

of quarkS and leptons for a moment and place the light fermions at the 

same footing as the preons of Wand Z. 

'L' ~'2n (7.2) 
where. stands for the families of preon douhlets and .c is the charge 

conjugate. Wand Z are made of f
l
: The quarkS and leptons inside W 

and Z do contribute to fast damping of form factors, but such damping 

can be well hidden when N is large enough. Cohen et al. estimated 

the magnitude of N f~om the radiatively generated kinetic energy of 

I~ and Z in the effect i ve lagrangian. They found N "" 60. Furthermore, 

they estimated the dominant contrihution to the W mass shift which 

comes from the wave-function renormalization of W according to their 

lIN expansion reasoning. They fomld that the W mass shift is only 

2 % even for M as sma 11 as m,~ i tse If. Al though thei.r mode 1 docs not 

provide a new insight in the long standing problem of light fermion 

masses and mixing, it circumvents the chirality difficulty of heavy 

preons and therefore makes the composite ~I and Z models viable by 

themselves, leaving the light fermion problem as a separate issue. 
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